Abstract. In order to obtain better static and dynamic performance of the nonlinear system, in this paper the compound control system which the inner loop adopted direct inverse model control and the outer loop adopted model reference adaptive control was designed. Aiming at the difficulty to building inverse model in the inverse model control system in inner loop, the modeling method of inverse model based on the LS_SVM is proposed. As seen from the simulation results that the actual output signal is in good agreement with the desired output. It is show that the model reference adaptive control system based on LS_SVM inverse model has a good ability to control nonlinear object with high tracking precision, good dynamic performance and better control effect
Introduction
Recently inverse model control is treated as one of the major theoretical approaches to the study of the nonlinear control system. The basic idea of inverse model control is making use of the controlled object model to solve the equation of inverse system. And then use it to compensate the controlled object, which making the composite system to be linear system or indirect linear system on a large scale. The composite system is generally referred to the pseudo linear composite system [1] . So the practical and stable controller could be designed adopting the all kinds of the theory in linear system. But direct inverse model control is a kind of open loop control structure, there is no way to eliminate static error and lack of robustness and anti-interference ability.
The principle of model reference adaptive control is to design reference model according to the structure of the controlled object and the specific control performance requirements. In each control period the output of the reference model directly subtract the controlled object to get the generalized error [2] . Adaptive mechanism generates the self-adaptive control law using the generalized error to modify the adjustable parameters of the controller according to a certain rules and makes the error tends to zero which has strong robustness and anti-interference ability. For linear or slow time-varying system, model reference adaptive control has strong control performance. But for the nonlinear time-varying systems it is difficult to achieve the expected control effect. If combined with the both advantage and took the pseudo linear composite system consisted by controlled object and its inverse system as as the object of the model reference adaptive control system ,it is a possibility to realize the optimal control of nonlinear systems .
Inverse model based on LS_SVM
For a nonlinear system, consider the following  order delay single input single output (SISO)
are respectively for output and input of the system. m is the input delay. n is the output delay.  is the system total delay of output to input. Taking 1   as an example. If the system is reversible, the reversible system can be expressed as ( )
Put the inverse systems before the original system and constitutes pseudo linear compound system.
The main task of identification modeling is to determine the specific form ( ) g  and its associate parameter values. [3] . The identification modeling structure based on the inverse model of LS_SVM control system is shown as Fig 1. u is the identification signal of control system. y is the output signal of control system. u  is the output of inverse model of LS_SVM identification. TDL is a multiple separate time delay system [4] . The output of the inverse model based on LS_SVM identification
Before setting up the inverse model based on LS_SVM, it wants to make sure that the training sample firstly. Assume that the input and output data sets of control system are { ( ), ( ), 1,2, , } u k y k k N   Constructed the LS_SVM training sample sets:
After Training set D was determined, LS_SVM could to proceed offline training [5] . y s is output of reference model. The core problem of the model reference adaptive control system is how to determine the adaptive control law which making the generalized error tends to zero and getting a stable system. Here using Lyapunov second method to convert the problem of adaptive control law to the stability problem. Deriveing the adaptive law of model reference adaptive control system to ensure that the system has the global asymptotic stability and better dynamic performance.
In order to ensure the control object match exactly the reference model, set the adjustable gain . The input of 2 F is the output y of controlled object, There are n adjustable parameters ( 1, 2, , )
Adding the feed-forward gain c k , totally 2n adjustable parameters. According to Narendra adaptive control law and adaptive controller can be designed as follows [6] .
Structuring the auxiliary signal state equation:
Adjustable parameter adaptive law is as follows:
Is positive definite symmetric matrix.. The adaptive control law is as follows:
Simulation
Controlled object model for nonlinear system is
structure is unknown, the training sample structure of inverse model is as follows:
( ) [ ( 3), ( 2), ( 1), ( 1)
.The regularization parameter 1000 C  . Sampling time is 0.01s . The simulation time is 2s , System identification signal adopted sinusoidal signal 0.5sin (2 ) 
Conclusion
As can be seen from the simulation results that established the inverse model of nonlinear system is very precise based on LS_SVM and could meet the needs of the inverse model control. The model reference adaptive control based on LS_SVM inverse model could effectively track on the expect output and get very satisfactory control performance
